
Chapter 4

Command and Control of
Marine Aviation Operations

“The lines of communication are part of that unity. They link the army to
its base, and must be considered . . . its arteries. . . .

These arteries, then must not be permanently cut, nor must they be too long
or difficult to use.”4

—Carl von Clausewitz

The ultimate objective of command and control is
to effect the conduct of military action. Command
and control includes activities such as gathering
and analyzing information, making decisions,
organizing resources, planning, communicating
instructions and other information, monitoring
results, and supervising execution. The principal
objectives of the MACCS are to enhance unity of
effort, integrate elements of the command and
control system, and help maintain the command-
er’s situational awareness. The MACCS facili-
tates these objectives by providing the command
and control architecture to integrate and execute
aviation operations. It uses both mission control
and detailed control, with emphasis on mission
control. The MACCS supports the MAGTF phi-
losophy of centralized command and decentral-
ized control.

4001. Command Relationships 

Command relationships consist of the interrelated
responsibilities between commanders as well as
the authority of commanders in the chain of com-
mand. The JFC organizes forces as needed to ac-
complish the assigned mission. The organization
provides for unity of effort, centralized planning,
and decentralized execution. The JFC establishes
subordinate commands, establishes appropriate
command and support relationships, and assigns
responsibilities. Command relationships may dif-
fer from one operation to another; therefore, they

require clear definition in directives issued at the
JTF level. 

As clearly stated in JP 0-2, forces, not command
relationships, are transferred between commands.
When forces are transferred, the command rela-
tionship the gaining commander will exercise
over those forces must be specified by the JFC.
Therefore, when forces are assigned from one
command to another (which is relatively perma-
nent), the combatant commander will exercise
combatant command (command authority) and
the subordinate JFC will exercise OPCON or tac-
tical control (TACON) over assigned forces.
When forces are attached from one command to
another (which is relatively temporary), the JFC
will exercise OPCON or TACON, as specified,
over the attached forces. These same rules apply
to forces assigned or attached to the MAGTF. 

The following subparagraphs briefly describe rel-
evant command relationships. For more details,
see JP 3-0, Doctrine for Joint Operations.

a. Operational Control 

OPCON is the authority to perform the functions
of command over subordinate forces that involve
organizing and employing commands and forces,
assigning tasks, designating objectives, and giv-
ing authoritative direction necessary to accom-
plish the mission.
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b. Tactical Control 

TACON is the command authority over assigned
or attached forces or commands, or over a mili-
tary capability or force made available for task-
ing, that is limited to the detailed and, usually,
local direction and control of movements or ma-
neuvers necessary to accomplish missions or
tasks assigned. A Marine aviation unit can be un-
der TACON of another component commander in
a joint force even though the Marine component
commander retains command.

c. Support 

Support relationships are established by a superi-
or commander between subordinate commanders
when one organization should aid, protect, com-
plement, or sustain another force. Establishing
supported and supporting relationships between
components is a useful option that is needed to ac-
complish varying tasks. Each subordinate element
of the joint force can support or be supported by
other elements. Unless limited by the establishing
directive, the commander of the supported force
will have the authority to exercise general direc-
tion of the supporting effort. General direction in-
cludes the designation and prioritization of targets
or objectives, timing and duration of the support-
ing action, and other instructions necessary for
coordination and efficiency. The supporting com-
mander has the responsibility to ascertain the
needs of the supported commander and to fulfill
those needs within existing capabilities. At the
same time, the supporting commander must stay
consistent with priorities and requirements of oth-
er assigned tasks.

MCWP 6-2, MAGTF Command and Control, de-
scribes four categories of support: general, direct,
mutual, and close. General support is the action
that is given to the supported force as a whole
rather than to a particular subdivision thereof
(e.g., the ACE in general support of the entire
MAGTF). Direct support is a mission that re-
quires a force to support another specific force
and authorizes it to directly answer the supported
force’s request for assistance (e.g., an attack
squadron in direct support of one subordinate unit
of the GCE). Mutual support is the action that

units render each other because of their assigned
tasks, their positions relative to each other, and
their inherent capabilities. Close support is the ac-
tion of the supporting force against targets or ob-
jectives that are sufficiently near the supported
force. This close proximity requires detailed inte-
gration or coordination of the supporting action
with fire, movement, or other actions of the sup-
ported force (e.g., aviation units providing CAS to
units in contact).

4002. Aviation Combat Element 
Command and Support 
Relationships 

Central to the concept of employment for the
ACE is the philosophy of centralized command
and decentralized control. The commander needs
to plan, direct, and coordinate all aspects of avia-
tion employment for the MAGTF (i.e., centralized
command). The ACE commander also wants to
optimize the flexibility, versatility, and respon-
siveness of aviation by allowing control of assets
to be conducted by subordinate agencies. These
subordinate agencies are both responsive to the
commander and in touch with the changing dy-
namics of the battle (i.e., decentralized control).
Plans and orders are brief and general. Execution
depends on the sound judgment of well-trained
subordinates, their initiative, and their under-
standing of the commander’s intent. This style of
command and control supports rapid decision-
making in a time-constrained environment. It al-
lows the ACE to maintain a high operational
tempo. The tasks that must be accomplished by
centralized command are as follows:
l Planning aviation operations.
l Planning use of the battlespace.
l Planning and coordinating the availability of

aircraft, crews, ordnance, fuel, and facilities.
l Coordinating Marine aviation with joint and

multinational aviation operations and resourc-
es.

l Tasking Marine aviation.
l Directing and coordinating the employment of

Marine aviation.
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Tasks that the ACE commander expects the
MACCS to perform through decentralized control
include the following:

l Executing aviation operations through the six
functions of Marine aviation.

l Providing air and missile defense to friendly
units within the operating area.

l Managing and controlling the air portion of the
MAGTF battlespace.

l Coordinating with joint and multinational air
control agencies.

l Executing the MAGTF ATO or air plan.
l Providing timely and accurate information to

the subordinate commanders to support tactical
decisions. 

a. General Support 
The command support relationship established for
the ACE by the MAGTF commander is almost al-
ways in general support of the MAGTF. This
command relationship supports the philosophy of
centralized command and decentralized control
(see fig. 4-1). Since availability of aviation assets
for mission tasking rarely meets the demand, the
MAGTF commander keeps the ACE in general
support of the MAGTF. This allows Marine avia-
tion to fight or to provide support throughout the
MAGTF area of operations and allows the most
efficient and effective allocation of aircraft to the

MAGTF. This process is orchestrated through the
air tasking cycle, allowing flexible and prioritized
tasking. By using and completing the air tasking
cycle, planners can ensure that finite aviation as-
sets are allocated to achieve maximum effect with
correct prioritization based on the main effort.

The ACE will be assigned the role of general sup-
port and supports the MAGTF commander’s main
effort. The general support command relationship
is a formal relationship that is established be-
tween the MAGTF and ACE commanders. This
relationship provides the ACE commander the
most flexible, efficient, and effective means of
apportionment, allocation, and prioritization of all
aviation assets in support of the MAGTF. The
ACE commander retains centralized command
over the subordinate units, including establishing
the priority of their efforts. This prevents support-
ing aviation units from dealing directly with vari-
ous GCE and CSS agencies. Sorties allocation
will be promulgated through the ATO cycle to re-
questing units. The ACE commander exercises
decentralized control of these sorties through the
MACCS. For example, a GCE or CSSE unit will
submit requests for immediate air support through
the DASC or preplanned air support requests to
the TACC. The ACE commander maintains flexi-
bility in how and when to fill those requests as
long as the MAGTF commander’s apportionment
and prioritization guidance is met. 

Figure 4-1. Centralized Command and Decentralized Control.
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b. Direct Support 

Direct support is a mission requiring a force to
support another specific force and authorizing it
to answer directly the supported force’s request
for assistance. This support relationship is rarely
established by the MAGTF commander for avia-
tion units due to the scarcity of fixed-wing and ro-
tary-wing assets. The ACE will normally be in
general support of the MAGTF. With the designa-
tion of an aviation unit to the direct support role
comes the requirement to establish direct liaison,
direct communications to receive critical informa-
tion, coordination of local security, and logistic
support from the supported unit. 

The MAGTF commander will rarely establish a
direct support relationship between the ACE,
GCE or CSSE. If a direct suport relationship ex-
ists, it is not a command support relationship that
is designated between higher, lower, and adjacent
echelon commanders within the MAGTF. These
types of support relationships usually exist only
within the context of mission tasking, where indi-
vidual sorties are allocated for a specific MAGTF
unit conducting a particular mission (usually of
short duration). Since these sorties do not repre-
sent the ACE’s subordinate units, the ACE’s gen-
eral support command relationship does not
change. When ACE units are assigned these types
of command support relationships, they will, in
most cases, be aviation ground units.

An ACE unit assigned a direct support role is im-
mediately responsive to the needs of the support-
ed unit. It furnishes continuous support to that
unit and coordinates its operations to complement
the concept of operations of the supported unit.
The direct support role creates a one-to-one rela-
tionship between supporting and supported units.
The higher headquarters of the supporting and
supported units becomes involved only on a “by
exception” basis. However, each unit must keep
its higher headquarters informed of its operations
and plans. Examples include an attack squadron
in direct support of one subordinate unit of the
GCE, a helicopter section in direct support of a
maneuver battalion, or a LAAD battery in direct
support of an infantry battalion. 

Note:  Mutual and close support relationships are
not usually established within the MAGTF con-
text; however, LAAD units may find themselves in
such relationships during joint or multinational
operations.

4003. Marine Aviation Command 
Relationships in a Joint Force 

Within a joint force, JFCs may establish support
relationships to enhance unity of effort for given
operational tasks, emphasize or clarify priorities,
provide a subordinate with an additional capabili-
ty, or combine the effects of similar assets. Avia-
tion is often placed in a supporting relationship
but can be either the supported or supporting
force. The JFC can organize and conduct opera-
tions through Service component commanders,
functional component commanders, or a combi-
nation of the two.

a. Service Components
Conducting operations through Service compo-
nents has certain advantages, including clear and
uncomplicated command lines. This relationship
is appropriate when stability, continuity, econo-
my, ease of long-range planning, and scope of op-
erations dictate preserving the organizational
integrity of Service forces. These conditions ap-
ply when most of the required functions in a par-
ticular dimension are unique to a single-Service
force or when Service force capabilities or re-
sponsibilities do not significantly overlap.

When the JFC conducts joint operations through
Service component commanders, the Marine
Corps component commander and the other Ser-
vice component commanders have OPCON and
ADCON of their assigned Service forces (see fig.
4-2). Marine aviation forces under this command
relationship follow the normal MAGTF chain-of-
command relationship. All Marine forces, includ-
ing aviation assets, come under the command of
the Marine Corps component commander. To fa-
cilitate operations, the JFC may also establish a
support relationship between Service compo-
nents. In this case, the Marine Corps component
commander may provide aviation assets in a sup-
port relationship such as general or direct support.
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b. Functional Components 
A JFC may also conduct operations through func-
tional components and/or employ them to coordi-
nate selected functions. Functional components
can be appropriate when forces from two or more
military departments must operate in the same di-
mension or medium or the assigned mission
breaks down into distinct functional aspects. 

Clear command relationships must be established
when the JFC centralizes direction and control of
certain functions or types of joint operations
under functional component commanders. In joint
operations, each Service has its own aviation
element and the JFC may appoint a joint force air
component commander (JFACC) (see JP 3-56.1
for a detailed discussion on the JFACC). The JFC
may, because of the interrelationship of the
functions, choose to assign the responsibilities of
JFACC, area air defense commander (AADC),
and airspace control authority (ACA) to the same
person, but not always. The JFC establishes
command relationships that will most effectively
accomplish the campaign plan’s objectives. 

The JFC must designate the military capability
that will be made available for tasking by the
functional component commander and the
appropriate command relationship(s) that the
functional component commander will exercise.
For example, a JFACC is normally delegated
TACON of the sorties or other available military
capabilities. The command and control of Marine
Corps aviation is specifically covered by Joint
Pub 0-2 (see below). The MAGTF commander
will make available to the JFC, for tasking
through the JFACC, sorties in excess of MAGTF
direct support requirements. 

Figure 4-2. Joint Operations Conducted Through 
Service Components.

The MAGTF commander will retain operational control of organic air assets. The primary
mission of the MAGTF air combat element is the support of the MAGTF ground element.
During joint operations, the MAGTF air assets will normally be in support of the MAGTF
mission. The MAGTF commander will make sorties available to the joint force commander,
for tasking through the joint force air component commander, for air defense, long-range in-
terdiction, and long-range reconnaissance. Sorties in excess of MAGTF direct support re-
quirement will be provided to the joint force commander for tasking through the joint force
air component commander for the support of other components of the joint force or the joint
force as a whole. Nothing herein shall infringe on the authority of the geographic combatant
or joint force commander in the exercise of operational control to assign missions, redirect
efforts (e.g., the reapportionment and/or reallocation of any Marine Air-Ground Task Force
(MAGTF) TACAIR sorties when it has been determined by the joint force commander that
they are required for higher priority missions), and direct coordination among the subordi-
nate commanders to ensure unity of effort in accomplishment of the overall mission, or to
maintain integrity of the force.5

—Joint Pub 0-2, Unified Action Armed Forces (UNAFF)
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Note: Sorties provided for air defense (DCA),
long-range interdiction and air reconnaissance,
and EW are not “excess” sorties. These sorties
provide a distinct contribution to the overall joint
force effort and will be covered in the ATO. The
JFC must exercise integrated control of air de-
fense, long-range reconnaissance, and interdic-
tion aspects of the joint operation or theater
campaign.

The Marine Corps component commander retains
command of those Marine Corps forces and capa-
bilities not designated by the JFC for tasking by
functional component commanders. The JFACC
will normally not have TACON of Marine avia-
tion units, but will have TACON of Marine avia-
tion sorties provided to the JFC for tasking. The
Marine Corps component commander advises
functional component commanders on the most
effective use of Marine Corps aviation sorties that
are made available. Marine aviation sorties are
then designated as under TACON of the function-
al component commander for operational matters.
All Marine Corps forces respond to the Marine
Corps component commander for administrative
and logistic support. The JFC may also establish a

support relationship between components to facil-
itate operations (see fig. 4-3).

Forward-deployed naval forces (including Marine
Corps forces) are usually the first conventional
forces to arrive in an austere theater or area of oper-
ations during expeditionary operations. The Marine
Corps component commander’s inherent capability
to command and control Marine Corps forces (and
attached or assigned forces of other Services or na-
tions) allows command and control of a functional
component. The Marine Corps component com-
mander may serve as a functional component com-
mander. The JFC can designate the Marine Corps
component commander as the joint force maritime
component commander (JFMCC), joint force land
component commander (JFLCC), or JFACC. If the
Marine Corps component commander is assigned
as the JFACC, the command and control agency
(the joint air operations center [JAOC]) is provided
by the MACCS. Figure 4-4 shows the command
relations for a JFACC.

4004. Other Command 
Authorities 

Administrative control (ADCON) is the direction
or exercise of authority over subordinate or other
organizations in respect to administration and
support. It includes the organization of Service
forces, control of resources and equipment,

Figure 4-4. Command Relations for Joint Force
Air Component Commander.

Figure 4-3. Joint Operations Conducted Through 
Functional Components
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readiness, mobilization, personnel management,
unit logistics, individual and unit training,
demobilization, discipline, and any other matters
not included in the operational missions of
subordinate or other organizations. ADCON
normally occurs in conjunction with OPCON.
However, a specialized aviation unit could be
separated from its parent unit for a significant
amount of time, thereby requiring that ADCON
be given to another headquarters.

4005. The Marine Air Command 
and Control System 

The MACCS consists of various air command
and control agencies that provide the ACE com-
mander with the ability to monitor, supervise, and
influence the application of Marine aviation’s six
functions (see fig. 4-5). The ACE commander
uses the MACCS to plan and direct ACE opera-
tions and to employ aviation assets in a respon-
sive, timely, and effective manner. The MACCS
provides facilities to control aircraft and missiles
as well as to establish links with joint, multina-
tional, other Services, and civil air command and
control systems. Another function of the MACCS
is to advise the MAGTF commander and JFC on

the application and employment of Marine avia-
tion. The design of the MACCS allows the ACE
commander to conduct centralized planning and
optimize the use of limited resources. At the same
time, the MACCS allows the subordinate com-
manders of the ACE to execute the plan in a de-
centralized manner. The MACCS provides the
capability to conduct airspace command and con-
trol and deconflict aviation assets through central-
ized planning of airspace control procedures. It
exercises air direction and decentralized execu-
tion of the airspace control plan through its subor-
dinate agencies.

a. Air Direction
Air direction is a form of aircraft control used by
the MACCS. It is the authority to regulate the em-
ployment of air resources by balancing an air re-
source’s availability against its assigned priorities
and missions. 

b. Air Control
Air control is a form of aircraft control used by
the MACCS. Air control is the authority to direct
the physical maneuver of aircraft in flight or to di-
rect an aircraft or surface-to-air weapons unit to
engage a specific target. Air control is composed
of airspace control and terminal control. Airspace
control directs the maneuver of aircraft to use the
available airspace effectively. It is made up of
positive control and procedural control. Terminal
control directs the delivery of ordnance, cargo, or
personnel by aircraft to a specific geographic lo-
cation or target. MCWP 3-25.3, Marine Air Com-
mand and Control System Handbook, contains
detailed discussions and definitions on the various
forms of aircraft control.

c. Airspace Management 
Airspace management is distinct from airspace
control. Airspace management is the coordina-
tion, integration, and regulation of airspace usage
in a defined dimension that results in the optimal
use of available space. The MACCS uses effec-
tive airspace management to maximize freedom
of use within the airspace while remaining consis-
tent with the level of operational risk that is ac-
ceptable to the commander.

Figure 4-5. Marine Air Command and Control
System Organization.
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d. Marine Air Control Group 
The MACG establishes, operates, and maintains
the MACCS. The MACG contains subordinate
units that provide the major agencies of the
MACCS (see fig. 4-6). MEU support is provided
to the ACE through task-organized MACG de-
tachments. These detachments typically consist of
a MASS, a MACS, a LAAD Stinger Section, and
a MWCS. The MACG normally consists of the
following:
l MACG headquarters.
l MTACS.
l MASS.
l MACS.
l LAAD battalion.
l MWCS.
l VMU.

e. Tactical Air Command Center 
The principal air command agency for the ACE is
the TACC. It provides the command post from
which the ACE commander and staff plan, super-
vise, coordinate, and execute all current and fu-
ture MAGTF air operations, including deep
operations. The TACC integrates these functions
with the MAGTF command element through link-
age with the MAGTF FFCC and combat opera-

tions center (COC). The TACC is operated and
maintained by personnel from the MTACS, with
augmentation from the ACE staff and the MACG.

Although the TACC is primarily a command fa-
cility, it will also control the execution of deep
operations from the deep battle cell in current op-
erations. It provides the capabilities necessary to
integrate, coordinate, and direct air operations in
support of the MAGTF. The TACC interfaces
with the other ACE command and control agen-
cies, other MAGTF elements, and external civil
and military air control organizations. Its primary
interface with the MAGTF command element is
through the force fires coordination center
(FFCC) at the MEF level and the FSCC at levels
below the MEF. The TACC’s primary external in-
terfaces are with the U.S. Army’s tactical opera-
tions center (TOC), the U.S. Navy’s tactical air
control center (also called the TACC), and the
U.S. Air Force’s airfield operations center (AOC).
If another Service component commander has
been designated as the JFACC, then that com-
mander’s respective operations center will be-
come the joint air operations center (JAOC). At
that time, the JAOC becomes the TACC’s prima-
ry external interface. In addition to serving as the
ACE command post, the TACC provides the ca-
pabilities necessary for the ACE commander to
serve as the JFACC, at which time the TACC will
become the JAOC. Detailed information on the
TACC can be found in MCWP 3-25.4, Tactical
Air Command Center Handbook.

f. Direct Air Support Center

The DASC is the principal MACCS air control
agency responsible for the direction of air opera-
tions directly supporting ground forces. It pro-
cesses and coordinates requests for immediate air
support and coordinates air missions requiring in-
tegration with ground forces and other supporting
arms. The DASC is usually the first principal
MACCS agency ashore. It functions in a decen-
tralized mode, but is subordinate to and directly
supervised by the TACC. MCWP 3-25.5, Direct
Air Support Center Handbook, contains detailed
information on the DASC.Figure 4-6. Notional Marine Air Control

Group Organization.
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The DASC is established by the MASS and pro-
cesses immediate requests for air support, coordi-
nates aircraft employment with other supporting
arms, and manages terminal control assets such as
FAC(A) and assault support coordinator (air-
borne) (ASC[A]) in the support of ground forces.
It will provide procedural control of assigned air-
craft, UAVs, and itinerant aircraft transiting
through its assigned area. The DASC can employ
a DASC(A) aboard a KC-130 that will provide
extended line of sight communications with low
flying aircraft. In amphibious operations, the
DASC normally lands in the same scheduled or
on-call wave as the senior FSCC phased ashore.

The DASC will normally be collocated or elec-
tronically linked with the senior FSCC within the
GCE. In a MEF operation that consists of multiple
maneuver elements (divisions) within the GCE,
the MEF commander may assume the role of
GCE commander and require the MEF FFCC to
also function as the senior FSCC of the GCE. In
this instance, the DASC may be located with the
MEF FFCC or the senior GCE FSCC in order to
centralize management of CAS and assault sup-
port between the GCE maneuver elements (divi-
sions) and to support the MAGTF commander’s
intent. DASC support of a multi-division GCE re-
quires the assets and personnel from more than
one MASS. In the multi-division GCE, there will
be a DASC employed at the senior FSCC of the
GCE and a DASC or air support element (ASE)
for each division’s FSCC. The circumstances that
may require an ASE to be employed at the divi-
sion level will be dictated by operational necessi-
ty, although ASEs are normally only employed
with a MEU. These subordinate DASCs or ASEs
provide the necessary links to the MACCS in or-
der to request and coordinate direct air support.
The size and composition of each DASC and ASE
varies and can be expanded or reduced as the cur-
rent situation requires and assets are available.
Only the DASC and ASE have the capability to
provide procedural control for aircraft operating
in its area of responsibility.

The DASC has several employment options avail-
able, including an airborne configuration in a KC-
130. MASS assets are tailored to provide support

based on the mission. A MEF could require a task
organization that uses the assets of more than one
MASS. At the MEU level, a MASS detachment
would be task-organized as an ASE and would
have a reduced capability due to its size. The size
and capability of the MEF’s DASC depends on
the number of units that will be requesting air
support and the number of aircraft executing air
support missions. The DASC maintains commu-
nications connectivity with the other MACCS
agencies, the FSCC, the FFCC, aircraft under its
control, and joint and other Services’ air support
organizations. The DASC also requires connec-
tivity with forward-based air assets to request a
launch in support of ground forces. 

The DASC operates through several air control
organizations (see MCWP 3-25.3 for detailed in-
formation). These air control organizations are
discussed in the following subparagraphs. 

(1) Tactical Air Control Party. A tactical air
control party (TACP) is a subordinate operational
component of a tactical air control system. It pro-
vides air liaison to land forces and provides for
the control of aircraft. In the Marine Corps,
TACPs are organic to infantry divisions, regi-
ments, and battalions. TACPs establish and main-
tain facilities for liaison and communications
between parent units and airspace control agen-
cies, inform and advise the ground unit command-
er on the employment of supporting aircraft, and
request and control air support. The TACP is an
agency of the MACCS, but administratively it is
not part of the MACG. It is located within the
GCE and provides ground commanders with the
means to access direct air support. 

(2) Tactical Air Coordinator (Airborne). A
TAC(A) is an officer who coordinates, from an
aircraft, the action of combat aircraft engaged in
close support of ground or sea forces. Within the
MACCS, the TAC(A) is a naval aviator and/or
naval flight officer. The TAC(A) is the senior air
coordinator and has air authority over all aircraft
operating in an assigned area. The TAC(A)’s pri-
mary mission is to act as an airborne extension of
the DASC, TACC, and/or FSCC. The TAC(A)
contributes to coordination among TACPs,
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FAC(A)s, and the fire direction of artillery and
naval gunfire.

(3) Forward Air Controller (Airborne). A
FAC(A) is a specifically trained and qualified avi-
ation officer who exercises control from the air of
aircraft engaged in close air support of ground
troops. The FAC(A) is normally an airborne ex-
tension of the TACP. Within the Marine Corps,
the FAC(A) is a naval aviator and/or naval flight
officer who is specifically trained, qualified, and
designated to perform air reconnaissance and sur-
veillance, conduct terminal control of aircraft en-
gaged in OAS operations, control artillery and
naval surface fire support missions, act as a radio
relay, and control landing zone preparations. 

(4) Assault Support Coordinator (Air-
borne). An ASC(A) is an aviator who coordi-
nates, from an aircraft, the movement of aviation
assets during assault support operations. The
ASC(A) is an experienced aviator with extensive
knowledge of the MACCS who acts as an air-
borne extension of the DASC. This individual as-
sists in providing situational awareness to the
assault force, relays requests to the DASC, exer-
cises launch authority for immediate and on-call
missions, coordinates with the TAC(A), and pro-
vides routing recommendations to the air mission
commander. 

(5) Helicopter Support Team. A helicopter
support team (HST) is a task organization formed
and equipped for employment in a landing zone to
facilitate the landing and movement of helicopter-
borne troops, equipment, and supplies, and to
evacuate selected casualties and enemy prisoners
of war. Within the Marine Corps, HSTs are
sourced from the force service support group
(FSSG), specifically, the landing support compa-
ny of the support battalion.

g. Tactical Air Operations Center

The TAOC is responsible for airspace control and
management. It provides the ACE with real-time
surveillance of assigned airspace; the capability to
detect, identify, and control the interception of
hostile aircraft and missiles; and the direction,

positive control, and navigational assistance for
friendly aircraft. The TAOC collects and displays
information from its own sensors, other Marine
Corps sources, and external sources that can be
used to enhance the ability of the TACC to prose-
cute the ACE’s support of deep operations.

Although collocated with the TAOC, the
SAAWC is not an air command and control agen-
cy. He serves as an extension of the TACC, focus-
ing on air defense planning and management. The
SAAWC is the MAGTF’s air defense battle man-
ager. The SAAWC manages and coordinates all
active defense weapons within an assigned sector,
plans air defense operations, manages air defense
resources, supervises the employment of air de-
fense assets, and coordinates with higher and ad-
jacent air agencies and activities. 

The MACS provides the equipment and personnel
need to operate the TAOC. MACS personnel as-
signed to the TAOC use specialized information
systems, sensors, and dedicated communications
links to search the MEF’s airspace and to coordi-
nate air defense. The TAOC controls friendly air-
craft in the interception of hostile aircraft and
assists missile units in locating and destroying
hostile aircraft. Information gained through radar
assets and tactical digital information links is
transmitted to the TACC to update the air picture
for the ACE commander. The TAOC also inter-
faces with the Air Force air operations center and
its control and reporting center to coordinate joint
air defense efforts.

The TAOC is movable, but not mobile. It is locat-
ed in the rear of the MEF area of operations. The
TAOC, with its organic sensors, is located to best
facilitate surveillance coverage of the MAGTF
sector. A MEF will normally deploy with one re-
inforced MACS that is task-organized to operate
and maintain the TAOC. Normally, a MEU has
no requirement for a TAOC, but an early warning
and control capability may be task-organized as
part of a SPMAGTF if required. For additional
MACS information, see MCWP 3-25.6, Marine
Sector Antiair Warfare Coordinator Handbook,
and MCWP 3-25.7, Tactical Air Operations Cen-
ter Handbook.
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h. Marine Air Traffic Control 
Detachments 

The MATCD is the primary terminal ATC orga-
nization within the MACCS. It is organized and
equipped to satisfy the ATC requirements for
EAFs and FOBs. The detachment provides air-
space control, management, and surveillance for
its designated sector or area of responsibility.
MATCD services include all-weather radar ap-
proach and departure control, en route ATC ser-
vices within assigned controlled airspace,
precision and instrument approaches, control tow-
er operations, and tactical air navigation. Addi-
tionally, the MATCD contributes to the overall air
surveillance effort. It coordinates air defense ac-
tivities within designated base defense zones by
assisting in the detection of hostile aircraft for
LAAD Stinger teams assigned to airbase defense.
The detachment serves as the MAGTF’s liaison
with host-nation, national, and international civil
ATC agencies.

ATC detachments are components of the MACS.
The MACS usually has four ATC detachments.
All four detachments would be required to sup-
port a MEF operation in which four EAFs and up
to four other air facilities or sites could be estab-
lished. Large radar systems, support equipment,
and shelters are used to provide MEF-level sup-
port. Deployment options include a mobile team
capability. The mobile team is task-organized to
provide an initial rapid response capability for the
establishment and control of tactical landing
zones. At the MEU level, the MACG detachment
contains a task-organized MATCD mobile team.
More detailed information on the MATCD can be
found in MCWP 3-25.8, Marine Air Traffic Con-
trol Detachment Handbook.

i. Low Altitude Air Defense 

The LAAD battalion provides close-in, low-alti-
tude, surface-to-air weapons fires in defense of
forward combat elements, vital areas, and instal-
lations. It also provides surface-to-air weapons
support for units engaged in special or indepen-
dent operations. The battalion uses man-portable

Stinger missiles and a pedestal-mounted vehicular
version (Avenger) that furnishes a shoot-on-the-
move capability. LAAD units provide early warn-
ing to other elements of the MACCS through ap-
propriate communications nets.

The LAAD battalion establishes a COC from
which the battalion commander exercises overall
command and control of battalion operations. The
LAAD battalion COC is usually collocated with
the SAAWC facility at the TAOC to receive cue-
ing and increase situational awareness. The battal-
ion comprises two batteries, with three platoons
per battery and three sections per platoon. A sec-
tion, which is the smallest employable LAAD ele-
ment, has five Stinger teams. These may employ
either the man-portable Stinger or the vehicle-
mounted Avenger system. A MEF is normally
supported by the entire battalion and a MEU is
normally supported by one reinforced section.
LAAD units are routinely task-organized to sup-
port various contingencies.

When the LAAD operates in general support of
the MAGTF, its collocation with the TAOC is de-
sirable to facilitate integration into the overall
MEF air defense effort and to provide access to
the air defense picture. When the LAAD operates
in direct support of the GCE, its collocation with
the DASC is a more effective location to receive
the air defense picture and cueing from MACCS
sensors. When information from other MACCS
sensors is not available, the section employs a
lightweight, short-range organic radar to detect
aircraft and cue Stinger teams.

The LAAD battalion provides the MAGTF’s only
organic surface-to-air defense. Marine Corps
forces have no organic means of ground-launched
medium- or high-altitude air defense or theater
missile defense, which was formerly provided by
the Hawk missile system. The MAGTF depends
on naval or another Services support to provide
those requirements. More detailed information on
the LAAD battalion can be found in MCWP
3.25.10, Low Altitude Air Defense Handbook.
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j. Marine Wing Communications 
Squadron 
The MWCS provides communications for the
ACE. It is not an agency of the MACCS, but the
MWCS provides the backbone for ACE commu-
nications. It is responsible for the installation,
maintenance, and operation of two distinct com-
munications structures. These communications
structures provide the ACE commander with the
means to direct the efforts of subordinate com-
manders and provide connectivity among the sub-
elements of the MACCS.

The MWCS installs, operates, and maintains ex-
peditionary communications for the ACE, includ-
ing the phased deployment of task-organized

elements. It provides digital backbone communi-
cations support; tactical automated switching and
telephone services; electronic message distribu-
tion; single-channel radio communications; and
WAN, deployed LAN, and server support. The
headquarters and one detachment normally de-
ploy and collocate with the ACE headquarters.
When required, personnel and equipment from
operational platoons are used to support the inte-
gration of MACCS agencies as well as support
the ACE headquarters. At the MEU level, the
MACG detachment consists of a task-organized
MWCS communications team. More detailed in-
formation on the MWCS can be found in MCWP
3-25.9, Marine Air Command and Control Sys-
tems Communications Handbook.


